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Crisis management & businesscontinuity planning
As the business world learns to adapt with constant changes, the next chapter is being written. The impact of COVID-19
is affecting global supply chains, disrupting financial markets and the workings of day to day businesses.
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Actions
The most critical immediate requirement for any business is to identify and value the risks/scenarios, model
the financial impact of those and assess the liquidity / headroom position through a short term cash
forecast. Businesses are facing existential risk here and if they can’t make the next few weeks without running
out of cash, everything else is irrelevant. We’ve got the war stories to illustrate that.

0-4
weeks

– Understand key risks across operations and supply chain
– Mobilise teams to firstly navigate crisis response and secondly
focus on supply chain assessment and risk management

Observations

– Ensure your governance is in place to rapidly make key decisions
– Conduct business and financial scenario planning for a
quick recovery, a global slowdown and a global pandemic
and recession

1-3
months
4
+
months

–

Manufacturing closures
in China

–

Increasing public health
requirements

– Plan mitigating actions across operations and supply chain,
assessing impacts on sea, air and land transport

–

Suppliers invoking
force majeure

– Ensure communications are made with principal customers
and stakeholders

–

Additional border checks
resulting in delays

– Review and assess what impact this will have on workforce
planning and management

–

Congestion at seaports
and airports, with busy sea
routes from Asia to Europe
being cancelled

–

Reduced outbound capacity
from China with increase
in prices

–

Labour shortages
impacting productivity and
land transport

– Review phasing impacts depending on your sector

– Create an agile and visible global supply chain
– Understand and deploy digital and process automation to
mitigate the impact of disruption
– Develop and implement enhanced risk management practices

Actions we are seeing clients undertake include: contingency planning and scenario modelling,
operational and supply chain risk management, financial risk assessments, business resilience, and
digital and supply chain transformation.
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Businessimpact
Checklist

Communication

Workforce

Technology
and systems

Business plan

Management

–

Do you have a communications plan?

–

Have you communicated with the relevant customers, employees and suppliers?

–

How will you deal with the impact on your workforce? How can you ensure the safety
of your employees whilst trying to maintain business as usual activities?

–

Have you assessed the cyber security and health and safety risks associated with
employees working from home?

–

Have your 3rd party IT suppliers been impacted? Will this impact your SLAs and system
support?

–

Does your workplace/communications technology allow you to reduce travel and enable
remote working?

–

How will your change plans and programmes be impacted? Will project deadlines and
investments need to be delayed? What impact does this have on your strategy?

–

If travel bans are enforced, how will this impact your board governance and the way
you run your business?
For legal coverage, have you identified how to document the additional requirementsto
meet commitments?

–
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People and change management
Checklist

Health

–
–
–

Communicate that personal health has top priority
Provide clear guidelines on how to stay fit when working from home
Facilitate healthy and safe working conditions for home working where possible.
Consider IT support, large monitors.

–
–
–

Emanate calm and confidence through compassionate leadership
Be clear and transparent about taken measures and the rationale behind decisions
Demonstrate empathy, curiosity, resilience and humility to enable people to
continue to perform to the best of their ability
Be aware that the leadership you demonstrate now will determines your
relationship with employees, customers and suppliers after the crisis

Leadership

–

Workforce
management

–
–
–
–

–
HR

–

Identify key positions and put in place a continuity plan
Invest in (online) training so that work can be continued by others where necessary
Where capacity becomes available, invest in strengthening service provision in the
longer term
Avoid lay-offs. Your employees are the most important asset to help your organisation
through the crisis.

Investigate what is reasonable to ask of your employees, both legally and humanely.
Give employees a say in this. Creativity stems from the group, not from rules
Short-time working becomes Emergency Bridging Measure Work Preservation.
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Cashmanagement
Checklist

Cash
management

(Re)forecast

Liquidity
sources

Impact of
measures

–

Closely monitor and steer on liquidity, enabling proactive decision-making

–

Avoid sudden and unexpected out-of-cash situations and covenant breaches

–

Communicate with stakeholders, e.g. employees, banks, debtors and creditors

–

Use a 13-weeks rolling Cash Flow forecast as steering tool, next to reporting purposes

–

Use forecast for insight, monitoring and steering on cash, a.o. actual vs forecast comparison

–

Use a logic forecast structure, to identify main cash drivers, opportunities & risks:
Pre-Corona forecast / Corona impact / Post-Corona measures / Sensitivities

–

Consider various internal and external additional sources of liquidity:
Operational / Governmental & Pension / Tax / Bank & Other measures

–

Determine most relevant measures for your company, typically these differ per sector

–

Join the KPMG Cash Management webinar on Wednesday, 8 April 2020 for additional
information
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Tax aspects
Checklist

“NOW”

Liquidity
top priority

Tax
risks

Miscellaneous

–

Short-time working becomes Emergency Bridging Measure Work Preservation.

–

Expected sales decrease >20% (from 1 March 2020)

–

90% wage bill * % decrease in turnover

–

No lay-offs on economic grounds

–

80% advance, retrospective review of actual turnover decrease (sometimes auditor's
report).

–

Postponement of payment for tax debts of entrepreneurs in case of payment problems
due to the corona crisis
– Corporate income tax, VAT and wage tax
– Shorter than 3 months immediate postponement on request
– Longer than 3 months, additional information required (expert's certificate)

–

Lower provisional tax assessments for corporate income tax or income tax with
substantiated estimate

–

Offset tax debts (e.g. payment of wage tax with VAT refund)

–

Smart VAT invoicing.

–

Liability and netting options for existing fiscal units for corporate income tax

–

VAT liability of tax entity

–

Recipients' and/or chain liability: use G account for wage tax and VAT.

–

Short term: bad debts (reclaiming, higher bad debt provision), real estate vacancies
(impact on VAT)

–

Longer term: impact on existing business models if people start doing different work or
work from another country or work from home

–

Innovation during the crisis > don't forget to apply for an R&D tax rebate.
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Supply chain & operations
Checklist

Suppliers

Physical
logistics

–

Do you know where your key suppliers are located? Do they have contingency plans in
place to ensure the continuation of supply?

–

Do you know your supply routes? Have you spoken with your logistics providers to
understand any potential impacts and how they propose to mitigate them?

–

What are your contingency plans if routes are cancelled?

–

Have you reviewed your contracts with key customers and suppliers to understand liability
in the event of supply shortages?

–

How will you respond if suppliers invoke force majeure clauses?

–

Have you assessed your inventory cover? Do you need to ring-fence inventory for
particular customers in the case of shortages?

–

Do you have the ability to track shipments in real time and therefore inform your
customers correctly?

–

How will you set expectations with customers? "How can you recover the experience in
the future?"

–

How well do you know your customers? Are you likely to lose customers to
competitors/alternatives?

–

How will a drop in consumer demand impact your long-term growth plans?

Contracts

Inventory

Customer
loyalty and
demand
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